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BOGUS UUCSA

SMEAR IT WITH ITS KUFR!
In a futile attempt like a drowning man clutching at straws, the bogus Munaafiq entity,
UUCSA, has issued a statement to exculpate its secretary, Kalb Patel, and its paper
entity as a whole from the charge of misrepresentation and falsehood. In fact, its
submissions to the court in favour of the kuffaar feminist Women’s Legal Centre, are
cluttered with unadulterated kufr which speaks volumes for the Nifaaq of its jaahil
president, A.K. Allie and the rest of the cartel who are actively conniving at the
abolition of the Shariah by attempting to gain legal recognition of Muslim marriages
with kufr consequences, that is, consequences in terms of the laws of the government
which are in total conflict and denial of the Laws of Allah Azza Wa Jal as embodied in
the Qur’aan and Sunnah and collectively known as the Shariah.
Contrary to its preposterously false claim and capital LIE of representing the Muslim
community, this illegitimate entity does not represent even the handful of moron
members constituting its paper framework. Its founding member, Jamiatul Ulama
KZN has publicly distanced itself from UUCSA’s court shenanigans designed to
transmogrify the Shariah.
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In its statement, the Jaahil Allie states: “Notwithstanding the agenda of some to
destroy the legitimacy of this broadly representative national Ulama body….” This
laughable claim only highlights the moronity of the brains of Allie and Clique. This
paper entity has NO legitimacy in the Muslim community. And, in terms of Islam it is
a Munaafiq, Murtad cartel of Juhala the likes of whom Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi
wasallam) feared more than even Dajjaal.
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Its two moron Sunni jamiats are actually Grave Worshippers (Qabar Pujaaris) whose
belief is that A.K. Allie, and all the members of UUCSA are kuffaar. That is why these
Qabar Pujaaris do not perform Salaat behind the ugly likes of A.K. Allie and his clique
of morons constituting the bogus UUCSA.

Besides stupid tele-conferences, this bogus entity has not embarked on any
constructive Deeni activity. Its work consists of making baboonic noises full of sound
and fury signifying nothing. These juhala are worse than animals as the Qur’aan
Majeed states:
“They are like cattle. In fact, they are more astray (than animals). Indeed they are
the ghaafiloon.” (Al-Maaidah, Aayat 60)
“Verily, the vilest of animals by Allah are the deaf and the dumb, those who have
no aql (brains).” (Al-Anfaal, Aayat 22)
Allah Ta’ala has smeared their brains with RIJS(Filth) – the filth of kufr.
“And Allah has cast RIJS on (the brains of) those who cannot understand.”
(Yunoos, Aayat 100)
The divinely smeared RIJS on their brains have rendered them hopelessly and
miserably incapable of understanding the glaring acts and beliefs of KUFR they are
embroiled in. They are mulhideen and zanaadaqah of the worst kind which are
proliferating the world in this era. It is Waajib to execute the Shar’i command of
Ikfaarul Mulhideen. That is, to declare these Mulhids kuffaar. There is no room in
Islam for these Mulhideen who masquerade as Muslims. They are the vilest breed of
illegitimate kuffaar gnawing at the framework of the Shariah and digging up the
foundations of Islam.
The Muslim community must beware of these kuffaar rascals parading as Muslims and
as representatives of the Muslim community. They excel in bootlicking the
government. They are worse than the Ulama-e-Soo’ of Bani Israeel of bygone times.
Divine Wrath and Curse percolate from their faces and from every aperture of their
bodies.
Salaat is not valid behind these condoners of the shirk practices of the cowworshipping Hindus, e.g. walking around wedding fires singing incanataions to the
fire-gods of the Hindus. These Mulhids reek of the stench of kufr, shirk and nifaaq.
Anyone who suffers the misfortune of performing Salaat behind any of these enemies
of Islam should repeat same.
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It has come to our notice that this shaitaani bogus entity, UUCSA is being taken to
court for its misrepresentation and lies.
It is necessary to smear these bogus characters with the filth of their own kufr and
nifaaq.

